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BCC Honors the First
Inductees to the Virtual Hall of
Fame for Women
In celebration of Women's
History Month -March 2007the e ntire BCC community
(faculty, staff, and students)
was inv ited to nominate women
of distinction for induction into
the new BCC Virtual Hall of
Fame for Women .
Women were eligible to be
nominated if they have made a
significant contribution in one
of the following areas: science
and health, politics and government, education, literature, the
arts, human rights, religion, activism and leadership, and journalism .
In addition, the n ominees
wer e required to meet at least
one of the following criteria:
• She has had loca l, national,
or world impact.
• She has made an enduring contribution to one of the
above fields.
• She has had significant impact in expanding opportunities for women.
• She is the first woman in
her field.
Women were nominated in
three distinct categories:
• Women from the Past (includes a ll American and international women who are deceased
who meet the stated criteria)
The nominees were Susan
B. Anthony, Mary McLeod
Bethune and Rosa Parks.
• An1crican Women from the
Present (includes all women
with US citizenship who meet
the criteria)
The nominees were Maya
Angelou,
Hillary
Rodham ,
C linton and Oprah Winfrey.
• International Women from
the Present (includes a ll women who are not US citizens
who meet the criteria). The
nominees were Ellen JohnsonSirleaf, Wangari Maathai and
Rigoberta Menchu Tum.
Campuswide voting ended
on Wednesday, March 2 1st
See related stories on pages 15-16

Rosa Parks: American Woman from the Past
"Peop le need to free the ir minds of racial prejudice and believe in equality for all and freedom regardless of race."

Maya Angelou:
American Woman from
the Present
" We a re more alike, my friends, than
we are unalike . "

-From " Human Family "

Wangari Maathai:
International Woman
from the Present
"We can work together for a
better world with men a nd
women of goodwill ... "

It's Time to Stand Up and Be Counted
Again: SGA Elections Are Coming
Elections for 15 s tudent Senators of the
2007- 2008 Student Government A ssociation at Bronx Community College will
take place on campus during the week of
April 23, 2007. Currently enrolled BCC
students will have the opportunity to elect
the next 15 Senators from the candidates
listed below. Voting dates, times, and loca-

tions are as follow:
• Dates: Monday, April 23, 2007 Thursday, Friday April 27, 2007
• Times: Monday - Thursday 10:00
a.m. - 7 :00 p.m. & Friday 10:00 a.m. 3 :00p.m.
• Locations: Colston Hall Lobby & Roscoe Brown Student Center Lobby,

Meet all the
candidates on
pages 8 and 9.
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Letters to The Communicator
Editorial Policy and Disclaimer
The Communicator urges students to respond to articles and ed itorials found in this newspaper. We
also urge you speak out on issues that matter to
the college community, as well as your neighborhood, the city, state, nation and world-at- large.
The views expressed in published letters
are solely those of the wri ter and do not necessarily represent the views of The Communicator.
• We reserve the rig ht to s h orten any letter s ubmitted due to space considerations.
• We reserve the ri ght to refuse publication to any
letter due to space consideration s , as well as those
letters deemed inappropriate because of profane
language , non-verification problems and/or slander.
• No letter will b e published unless the author
s ubmits h is or her name, and t elephone number.
Su bmissions should be emailed to The
Communica tor at Communicator@bcc. cuny.edu .

The Communicator solicits your
articles, essays, short stories, poetry,
photography, as well as announcements
and advertisements.

To ensure that the publication meets
its deadlines, it is ESSENTIAL that
all entries are sent to us no later
than the following date :

/6, 2007

B y Korrell Dozier

rofes s io n? l athl e tes h ave proven to us t~at
th ey a re n t rol e model s! A lth o ug h they ve
acqu ired s upersta r stat us a long with a to n
of wealth beca use of the s uperi or ta len t they possess, it does n't necessaril y m ake them immorta ls ! Professio nal athletes wi llin g ly indul ge in
c riminal ac ti vities too I
Sports Illustrated .co m featured an article on
th e numbe r of NBA players with childre n out
of wed lock. Whil e th e re h ave been no s tudies o n athle tes' chi ld ren, ins ide rs say th a t the
numbers a re staggerin g. One of the NBA' s top
age nts estim ated that th e re are more kid s o ut of
w ed loc k th a n there are players c urre ntly pl ay in g
in the NBA. A lth oug h he didn ' t want hi s name
reported to the public in the a rticl e, he does dec la re spending more time dealin g with p a te rnity
c la ims th a n he does negotiatin g contracts. Len
Elmore, an ESPN broadcaster an d fanner NBA
player, prev io us ly worked as an age nt, but admitted to quickly quittin g beca u se o f a " lack of
res ponsibility" among his clients. He estimates
for every one player with no children out of w e dlock, there's another a thlete with two o r three
kid s out of wedlock.
When I was youn ger, I found my self pa tte rnin g after my favorite a thletes s uc h as Kobe Brya nt, Andrew a nd Chipper Jon es. a nd Anfernee
" Penny" H a rdaway. Jt see med to me as if the
o nes I p a rtic ul a rly idoli zed were ped'ec t a nd incapable of co mmitting a s in g le s in , until I got
o lder and saw th e co mplete p ic ture. One day.
I caug ht m yse lf reading the pape r and found it
quite diffi c ult to dec iphe r whether I was reading
th e Sports page or a crime repo rt. At that po int. I
rea lized th a t these g uy s weren't go ing to be m y
he roes anymore.
As I rea li zed th a t a thletes had flaw s like normal people, I d eveloped this fal se impressio n that
o nl y average professio na l athl etes weren't role
m odels. and I firmly believed th a t on ly th e e lite
athletes were worth y of being loo ked at as ro le
mode ls until I watched the news o ne day and saw
th e e pitome o f a ll of basketball , Michael Jo rdan .
linked to accusatio ns of adu lte ry. I cou ldn ' t believe my eyes and I did inte ns ive research o nly to
di scover an a rticle written by ne w s paper columni st Mary Mitchell. in w hich J ordan admitted to
co mmittin g adultery a nd paying hi s lover, K a rla
Kn afel. $250.000 to keep s il en t a bout th e affair
they were having.

P

ft e r bei ng s hocked by hearin g abo ut the
J o rda n scandal , I discovered that m o re
e lite athletes wou ld soo n appear o n the
local new s a nd in the newspape rs for negative
reasons not petiaining to s ports.

A

S hortl y be fore the Super Bow l o n January of
1999, All Pro linebacke r o f the Baltimore R ave ns,
R ay Lewis stood tii a l fo r doubl e murder. Whil e
the prosecutio n dismissed the o th er c harges. Lewis pleaded g uilty to obst ruc ti o n, and admitted that
he li ed to the Police d uring the ir double homic ide invest igati o n. M eanwhile. fonner Green Bay
Packe rs' ti ght e nd Mark C hime ra stood trial for
sex ual assau lt a nd ch il d e nti ce m e nt. A seventeenyear-old g irl acc used him of rapi ng her. While
th e jury sided with the de fense, the foreman said,
"Chumura put himself in a bad situatio n be being
drunk with kids in hi s unde rwear.... We all agreed
that they were in the bath room together, but we
rea ll y don ' t kno w wh a t too k place."
In the foll o wing Super Bowl , the St. Louis
R a m s s tar lin e backer Leo nard Little played despite pleading g uilty to involunta ry man sla ughte r for driving under th e influence and causing a n
acc ide nt th a t res ulted in the death of a St. L o ui s
moth e r of two childre n earlier th a t season. Little's
appo inted punishment was nine ty days in priso n , but the judge would la ter allow him to serve
so m e time on work release.
erhaps o ne of th e more rive ting examples
of a n e lite athlete linked to a misdemea nor
was the n upcomin g NBA prodigy Lau·ell
Sprewell assa ulting hi s coac h by c hockin g him
durin g practice. The Go lden State Warrior orga ni zation proceeded to take dras ti c act ions by
te rminating him , but th e NBA uni on went back
and was some how a ble to s uccessfully arg ue
th a t Sprewell 's firin g vio lated hi s co ntract. Now,
ho nes tl y, te n times out of ten. it's a safe bet that a
quick firin g awaits every e mployee who atte mpts
to c ho ke th e ir boss. but because S prewell was a
good baske tball p layer, he got re in stated and got
s ig ned by the New York Knick s. He would ultimat e ly go on to make a lo t more m oney and co ntinu e to rece ive undese rved bigger co ntracts.
For th e sake of all soc ie ty. it's imperative th at
we come to a common realization th a t mos t athle tes are no t ro le mode ls and sho uld never be
pu t o n a pedestal ju st beca use of the e nterta inm en t that th ose talented individual s may provide
us while watching th em o n our TV scree n o r in
perso n. We don't kn ow the se ath letes personally;
th e refore , w e sho uldn ' t label them as role mode ls
or eve n expec t them to be. Hones tl y. think about
it, how can we te ll whethe r the athl e tes ' character
o n the TV scree n tra ns lates into good c harac te r
off the fie ld/court? A tru e role m o del should be
someo ne you know cares about yo u . Thi s means
pare nts , relative s, a nd fr ie nds s hou ld be yo ur poten tial role mode ls. It wou ld be a so lid c hoice to
c hoose you're role m odel from a poo l of peo ple
whose charac ter you kn ow, tru st, a nd respec t.

P

VOICE YOUR OPINION!
Respond to a Communicator article.
Open a discussion on ca mpu s-wide, local, nati o nal and international issue.

Be sure to read

The Commun icator disclaimer pol icy before yo ur fini sh

and send yo ur letter.

We reserve the rig ht to not publish letters that are
defamatory or profane .

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
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BCC
Dance
Workshop
Prepares To
Celebrate
By Dr. Suzan Moss

Erica Fells is front row, second from left.

Student Goes to Nebraska Conference for
Undergraduate Women in Mathematics
Erica Fells, a math major who has
just graduated from BCC, was invited
to present her research at the Nebraska
Conference for Undergraduate Women
in Mathematics, which was held last
February 9-11 at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The Conference, which
was sponsored by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the National Security Agency (NSA), gives outstanding
undergraduate women the opportunity
to discuss their own research and to meet
other women who share their interest in
mathematics.
Erica gave a poster presentation of
her work titled "Determining the order
of a group of a 2x2 matrix ring over the
modular ring 0 I p"O ",a topic in number theory with applications to computer graphics. To prove her results, she
used elements of linear algebra, abstract
algebra and combinatorics. Erica said,
"This conference was the first place I
presented in front of a large audience
with wide knowledge of mathematics. I
was surprised at the level of explanations
I gave during my presentation; I wasn't
aware of how much I knew of my own
research because I never had the chance
to explain it to such an inquiring audience with a m athematical background ."
She sta rted to work on her project
last summer, under the mentorship
of Dr. R o ny Gouraige of the Dept. of
Mathematics and Computer Science,
supported with an award from the Alliance for Minority Participation Program
(AMP). Erica's airfare to the Conference was paid by Dr. Madelaine Bates'
NSF grant, which offers scholarships
to academically strong .math and science

Join

majors at BCC, and the rest of her travel
expenses were taken care by the organizers of the Conference.
Erica spoke with great enthusiasm
about her Conference experience:
"The conference was extremely empowering. Not only were there women
from all over the United States, but
there were undergraduate and graduate
students from places as far as Ireland. It
was ironic to see in the Conference so
many women involved in mathematics,
yet hear talks and wimess statistical data
about how few women in comparisOn to
men are really working in the field. We
were made to feel like scarce treasures in
a vast field of a forever growing science,
mathematics."
" Overall the conference was incredibly satisfying. It has definitely strengthened my desire to stay involved in mathematical research. I had a lot of first
time experiences during this trip that I'll
neve r forget, all having to do with being
a woman with a love for mathematics."
Erica Fells was one of four AMP students that Dr. Rony Gouraige mentored
last summer. The other three were Clyde
Lewis, Oladipupo Ogunnubi and Manuel Torres. "I cannot express enough how
impressed I was by the efforts of these
students over the summer", Dr. Gouraige said. "They exceeded m y wildest
expectations in terms of independence,
dedication, enthusiasm and creativity."
All these students have already presented their work in conferences around the
country. Clyde, who has been doing research under the auspices of the AMP
for the last two years, has already presented his work in a few conferences: he

presented in Arizona the work he did
under the mentorship of Dr. Alexander
Kheyfits of the Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science, and he and
Erica presented their summer research
at Stony Brook, NY. Last November,
Oladipupo and Manuel presented their
research in a conference at Houston,
Texas. In that Conference, Manuel won
·2nd prize in the mathematics poste r presentations! Our AMP students at BCC
have been consistently chosen from the
AMP Central Office to represent CUNY
at undergraduate research conferences
around the country.
This semester, Erica and Clyde, both
math majors, have transferred to Lehman and continue doing research under
the mentorship of Dr. Gouraige, Manuel, also a math major, is attending the
Maritime Academy and Oladipupo, an
engineering major, is attending Clarkson
University.
The dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science and the AMP Program
at BCC are proud of the accomplishments of these students and are looking
forward to scout for a new generation of
talented students in sciences and mathematics.
The Department has a new NSF
grant (Principal Investigator: Dr. Madelaine Bates) that supports students in
all (non-medical) sciences and this is
b eginning to have an effect. At present
there are 41 scholarship recipients.
Please note that all AMP students at
BCC presented their work in the Math
& Science Fair that took place on Thursday, April 19, 12-3 p.m., in the Meister
Hall lobby.
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As Dance Workshop prepares for
its annual spring concert, we are
pushing for an extra exciting event,
since this year marks the 50th anniversary of Bronx Community College . We will have two shows on
Thursday, April 26th, in GML auditorium (at noon and at 7:30). Along
with our usual multi-cultural mix
of hip-hop, African, Latin, and jazz
dancing, we are particularly excited
to be sharing the stage with a profess ional company, Brothers and Sisters
of Culture.
Brothers and Sisters of Culture
is a dynamic company founded by
Crystal Harrison in 2001 , to help
spread dance and theater work based
on traditional African and Latino
culture. Ms. Harrison is one of the
leading African dance teachers in
New York City. The talented dancers
and drummers in her company bring
great vitality, artistry, and commitment to their mission of advancing
the arts throughout o ur city. We are
honored to have them performing
with us.
Dance Workshop is also expanding its repertory, learning two new
dances from Ms. Harrison. We are
currently hard at work on a Guinean
dance called Manjani, which is challenging us to build up our stamina,
so we can perform this piece with the
strength and spirit it deserves.
We are delighted to make this offering of our love and hard work to
the college community. Please join
us for a fabulous celebration!

Thursday- April 26th
GML Auditorium
Dance Workshop .and Guest
Artists:
Brothers and Sisters of Culture
Noon and 7:30- Free and Open
to the Public

Team!

See your name in print. Express your views. Put your finger on the pulse of the BCC community.
The Communicator is looking for Writers, Graphic Designers, Photographers,
and Advertising Representatives.
Use you writing and reporting skills. Help design each month's issue of The Communicator.
Use your photography skills. Sell advertising space. Become part of our team.
Join The Communicator today. Come to Colson 605 to fill out and application, or call us at 718.289.5314.
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BCC Early Childhood
Administrator to Serve on
National Advisory Group
Jorge Saenz De Vite ri, Executive Director of Bronx Community College Child
Development Center, Inc., has accepted
an invitation to serve on the National
Association for the Education of Young
Children's (NAEYC) Latino Leadership Initiative Advisory Group whose
charge is to craft a model Latino Leadership development initiative focused on
developing Latino leaders within the organization and to deliver a blueprint for
a broader leadership development effort
inNAEYC.
Mr. Saenz De Viteri has over 24 years
of experience in the Early Childhood field.
He has over 16 years of managing early care
and education and related programs. His
experience includes classroom teaching,
managing private and publicly funded early childhood settings; Infant{Ibddler, Head
Start, Pre-School, Group Day Care, Family Child Care and School-Age Programs.
He has taught early childhood courses at
the undergraduate and graduate level, as
well as coordinated the Child Care Certificate Program, which prepared individuals
for the nationally recognized CDA credential at Lehman College, which included the
delivery of a Spanish coursework track for
English Language Learners (ELL).
Mr. Saenz De Viteri is knowledgeable
about the federal, state, local and private
funding streams related to early care and
education, as well as children's health care
programs.
Mr. Saenz De Viteri, father of an eightyear-old daughter, is an active member of
the New York State Association for the
Education ofYoung Children and of the
Child Care Council @ the City University of New York. For the past five years,
he has been an active Executive Board
member for the New York City Association for the Education ofYoung Children
and he is currently the Co-President for
the organization. He is an active member and Regional leader of the Universal
Pre-K Community Based Organization
(UPK-CBO) network in NYC and has
spearheaded efforts to establish a countywide Universal Pre-K (UPK) Community Based Organization Steering Committee (NYCDOE Bronx Regions 1 and
Region 2 which has 121 State mandated
community based UPK Providers). He was
a member of the NYC Professional Development Institute of Early Childhood
Education (ECE) Pilot Workforce workgroup to implement a citywide comprehensive assessment of New York City's
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FREE RESOURCES AT CUNY
CUNY IMMIGRATION CLINICS*

Please call any of our Immigration Clinics
to
make an appointment and get FREE HELP
with your immigration questions.
City College Immigration
Center
13811 Stand Convent Ave.
Norlh Academic Center,
Rm. 1-206
New York, NY 10031

Hostos Community College
Immigration Center
120 East 1491h St, Walton Ave.
Savoy Building, 1st Fl.
Bronx, NY 10451

(718) 518-4395

(212) 650-6620

Jorge Saenz De Viteri, Executive
Director of Bronx Community College
Child Development Center, Inc.
early childhood workforce and he has
organized countywide leadership forums
for the ECE Community. Mr. Saenz De
Viteri has served on the National Council of La Raza (NCLR) Advisory Group
for the Latino Family Values Framework
(LFVF), the Sembrando Semi/las Training
Plan. He is the co-facilitator NAEYC's
Latino Interest Forum Online Community as well the recently launched NYCAEYC Online community.
Recently, Mr. Saenz De Viteri was invited to participate on The Committee for
Hispanic Children and Families' Latino
Early Literacy Taskforce to help spearhead the Regional Training of Trainers
Institute for long term implementation
of the LeerY Seras (w ww.leevscras.net)
initiative, a project between the Nationa! Council for La Raza and Scholastics.
This is a national early literacy initiative
that seeks to reach organizations that
reach Latino parents, providers, teachers
and community service organizations to
provide an array of resources.
Bronx Community College Child
Development, Inc. (BCCCDC), one
of the first childcare centers within the
City University of New York, has been
committed to offering quality child care
services since it was founded in 1972.
The center offers affordable service
to children of BCC students and the
community at large. BCCCDC has an
early childhood program, which offers
a NYS/NYC funded Universal Pre-K
(UPK) program, as well as, a SchoolAge Program and provides training to
individuals wishing or who are Family
Child Care Providers.

Flushing Immigration Center
39-07 Prince Street
2nd Fl.
Flushing, NY 11354

LaGuardia Community College
Immigration Center
International Student's Office
31-10 Thomson Avenue, Rm.
M-166
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

(718) 640-9223

(718) 482-5139

City Tech Immigration Center
Legal Studies Department
300 Jay Street
Rm. N-622
Brooklyn, NY 11201

York College Immigration
Center
94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd.,
Welcome Center Atrium
Jamaica, NY 11451

(718) 260-5597

(718) 262-2983
*ALL SERVICES ARE FREE

OTHER RESOURCES
Selective Service:
(888) 655-1825 or www.sss.gov
Check your selective service
number or register online.
(Selective Service is a
requirement for Naturalization)
New York Immigration Hotline:
(212) 419- 3737 or
(800) 566-7636
For deportation cases
ONLY contact:
Central American Legal
Assistance (CALA)
240 Hooper Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Tel: (718) 486-6800

a

USCIS Website/Internet Services:
www.uscis.gov
Naturalization interview
questions, news and all US CIS
forms and fees available.
To obtain any users forms
by mail: 1-800-870-3676. For information about
transportation to assigned
fingerprinting agency:
1-800-557-5398.
USCIS National Customer
Service (BOO) 375-5283.
Information on
application status that has
already been filed with users.

CUNY Citizenship and Immigration Project

USCIS National Customer Service (BOO) 375-5283 Information on application status that
has already been filed with USCJS. Information about fingerprinting, local USCIS office locations, and a list of doctors approved by the USCIS to perform medical examination. Information about forms or applications, and about immigration benefits and services
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Female Circumcision Is a Human Rights Violation
By David Sesenu
Female circumcision is one of the
many crimes committed against Moslem
girls between the ages of four and twelve
and as such it must not be encouraged to
continue in this modem world. It must be
stopped. It is with this view that I support
a full public outcry about its abolition.
This is practice in supported
throughout parts of Moslem Africa and
Indonesia. Joy Phumaphi, World Health
Organization (WHO) assistant directorgeneral for family and community health
asserted in the article, "Female Circumcision," the procedure is the removal of
the top clitoris with a knife or a razor.
Sometimes, the entire clitoris, inner, and
the outer labia are removed. The sides of
the vulva are also scrapped, and joined
together by sewing them with thread
and sometimes thorns. A small opening is left in the vagina for urine and
menstrual blood to pass through. He
also described FGM as a form of "torture" which was broadcast by the BBC
in January 2007. Women were studied
in six countries in Africa: Burkina Faso,
Ghana, Kenya, Senegal and Sudan.
As a custom, proponents like Egyptian
Professor Mounir M . Fwzy deny that
female circumcision is cruel or dangerous. Rather, it makes it more likely that
a woman will be a virgin at marriage. He
also believes that female circumcision enhances female fertility, prevents the clitoris from getting infected and it enhances
vaginal cleanliness. In these cultures, it
is believed that uncircumcised women
are unclean, unrnarriageable, and would
have frequent sexual relationships which
would bring disgrace upon their families. The ritual is also seen as an essential
preparation for marriage. After the initiation rituals, "women begin looking for a
husband and hope to start a family."
"I believe female circumcision must
be abolished because it causes many
complicated health problems. This practice, also know as "female genital mutilation," has been compared to both child
and spousal abuses, which are serious
crimes. Women who have undergone
this surgery said that after the operation
they felt intense pains for days. Also,
they would stay in bed for several days
unable to move around. When it is time
for them to urinate they could not bear
the sensation because it was too painful.
In addition, their wounds continued to
bleed for several times until they were

healed.
and other organizations that are most conAmnesty Intemational, a human cemed with the elimination should give a
rights organization, reports that the op- loan at low interest rate to the circumcisers
eration is carried out using blunt tools to engage in other gainful employment.
(penknives, fragments of glass or tin
When female circumcision is eradicans), and this is very much appalling. cated, especially by providing altematives
There are also psychological problems jobs, the young girls will have healthy liferesulting female circumcision: the suf- styles because the circumciser would shift
fering from shock and trauma associat- their employment to other areas of jobs if
ed with this practice can't be avoided . At there is any, thereby abandoning female
times, it may also cause behavioral dis- circumcision. In effect,
the growing
orders, anxiety and depression. This was concems of HIV pandemic will be minirevealed by Carol Bellamy, executive di- mized, the damaged Fallopian tube(s)
rector of the UN's Children's Agency and the scarred tissue making the vagina
(UNICEF), on February 7, 2005, the less elastic among the young girls could
International Day of Zero Tolerance of eradicated completely. Countries battling
FGM.
with HIV and the health needs of their
One health complication is infertility: citizens as a result of the threat posed by
this is the inability to become pregnant. female circumcision would now use the
This happens when women are not re- money allocated to fight these diseases
leasing eggs because they may have been for other developmental programs.
damaged in the Fallopian tube(s) , as a
If there is law in place
result of unsanitary instruments. Infec- to punish parents who
tion can happen because the opening of send their daughters to
•• Female circumcision is a
the vagina is too small. Therefore, urine Africa and Indonesia to
and blood do not flow easily; they can carry out on circumcidangerous
and irreversible
build up behind the opening. This may sion on them, it will be
cause women's reproductive organs to beneficial to the society.
procedure that negatively
become damaged. Also, some circum- America, the United
impacts the general health,
cised women are at higher risk during Kingdom, and Canada
childbirth because the scarred tissue must be forthcoming in
child bearing capabilities
of
makes the vagina less elastic than it this regard. They are the
would normally be.
industrial nations people
girls and women."
There are various short-term health want to help stop these
- Carol Bellamy
problems resulting from female circum- practices.
According
cisions. Apart from the pain and shock BBC News on Religion
caused by the operation, various infec- & Ethics, it is estimated
tions are possible and easily transmitted that about 10,000 girls are believed to be
by unsterilized instruments. Among these at risk from illegal operations within their
operations, HIV is a growing concem. · own communities in the US. It has also
Deaths are known to occur from shock been reported that young women in Ausand hemorrhage during and after the tralia, Canada, Denmark; France, Italy,
operation. Additionally, other long-term the Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK
complications include genital malforma- have also undergone similar operations.
tion, infection of urinary tract, pelvic com- It in this light, that the industrialized naplication and painful sexual intercourse. tions must be proactive in their quest to
According to Bellamy, "Female circumci- eliminate the practice of female circumsion is a dangerous and irreversible pro- cision. When laws are put in place, and
cedure that negatively impacts the general people are punished, they would surely
health, child bearing capabilities . .. of girls refrain from sending their daughters outand women." These prevent women from side the countries for circumcisions. It
having control over their own bodies.
will prevent repetition, and it can serve as
Female circumcision can be stopped if a deterrent to others.
society is really committed to its eventual
It is sufficient to conclude that female
eradication. There is the need to tackle .it circumcision has done so much harm to
holistically. First, there should be alterna- women. Therefore, we need laws and a
tive jobs for the cfrcumciser. The mid- world campaign to stop it. This practice
wives, nurses, paramedical staff, and doc- is in fact keeping women in bondage and
tors would be thrown out of jobs because suffering for almost all their lives. When
there would be no employment for them to a stringent law is put in place, I believe
eam a living. The World Bank, the NGOs, this practice may stop completely.
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Health and Fitness

Six Guidelines
for Training Yourself
1. Train the Way You Want
Your Body to Change

5. Cool Down After Exercise
During execise, as much as 90% of
circulating blood is directed to the muscles and skin, up from as little as 20%
during rest. If you suddenly stop moving after exercise, the amount of blood
returning to your heart and brain may
be insufficient, and you may experience
dizziness, a drop in blood pressure, or
other problems. "Use commonsense."

2. Train Regularly
Consistency is the key to improving
fitness. Fitness improvements are lost
if too much time is allowed to pass between exercise sessions. New standards
for improved health suggest, that we
need 30 minutes of cardiovascular exercise almost daily. "If you don't use it,
you will lose it."

6. Listen To Your Body, and
Get Adequate Rest
Rest can be as important as exercise
for improving fitness. Fitness reflects
as adaptation to the stress of exercise.
Build rest into your training program,
and don't exercise if it doesn't feel right.
On the other hand, you can't train sporadically either. If you listen to your
body and it always tells you to rest, you
won't make any progress.

3. Start Slowly, and Get in
Shape Gradually
An exercise program can be divided
into three phases: the beginning phase,
during which the body adjusts to the new
type and level of activity; the progress
stage, during which fitness is increased,
and the maintenance phase, where the
targeted level is maintained over the long
term. "Let's get started."

Warming up can decrease your
chances of injury by helping your body
gradually progress from rest to activity.

Friday, May 25, 2007

A good warm-up can increase muscle
temperature, reduce joint stiffness, increase blood flow to the muscles, including and very important the heart. It will
even psychologically prepare you for
your workout.

Stress your body such that it adapts
in the desired direction . To have a more
muscular build, lift weights. To be more
flexible, do stretching exercises. To improve in a particular sport or area, practice that sport. However, spot reducing,
does not work. "Cause not every one
who chewed gum has a thin face."

4. Warm Up Before Exercise

SAVE THIS DATE:

Next month, I'll give you six more
guidelines for training, health and fitness
improvement.
If you have any questions or comments, please email me at: Wellness4all@
yahoo. com.
-Be well.
Dr. Wayne

2nd

Annual Conference

Keynote Address by:
Dr. Ronald B. Mincy and
Maurice V. Russell Professor of Social Policy and
Social Work Practice at Columbia University, and
author of the book entitled "Black Males Left Behind"

ATTEl\TTIOl\T!
STUDENT CREATIVE WRITERS AND
SPOKEN WORD PERFORMERS!
Are you interested in producing a BCC literary magazine and starting a Writers and Poets College Club?

ADVERTISING

Students with a minimum of 6 credits, including remedial courses,
and a cumulative GPA of 2.0 may be nominated by other club
members to run for the position of one of the following Club
Officers:

President • Vice President • Treasurer • Secretary
• IOC Representative
Please note that your role as an officer does NOT supersede your academic obligations. Executive officers must meet and maintain minimum academic qualifications in order to remain in their positions.
Note: Students May NOT Serve In Multiple Executive Positions
We need a minimum of 10 students to start this club.

If you are interested, please contact either Dr. Sandra Tarlin
Sandra.Tarlin@bcc.cuny.edu or Dr. Julie Bolt Juliethebolt@
aol.com
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11 7 Reasons to See the rr1ovie 300
By Christopher Minaya
Looking for a movie to watch in theaters? 300 is the movie that you are looking for. Director Zach Snyder successfully
turned Frank Miller's graphic novel into a
cinematic innovation. The uncanny visual
effects are sure to have the same modernizing effect in movies as Star Wars had in
the seventies and eighties, and Jurassic
Park had in the nineties. The shadowing
and the u sage of slow motion are simply
awe-inspiring. 300 is a film with perpetual
action from ·start to finish.
The film is based on the Battle of
Thermopylae, the battle between Greek
city-states and the Persian Empire's colossal army. To start the movie, Snyder
gives viewers a brief but adequate look
into the Spartan culture. One very important element of Spartan culture that
is put on display throughout the film is
_that Spartans are never to retreat or surrender. King Leonidas, King of Sparta,
follows that policy to a tee. For example, several minutes into the film, Persian messengers come to deliver Persian
King Xerves' proposition that includes
enslaving Spartans. King Leonidas' response is a sword inches away from the
neck of one of the Persian messengers.
The messenger replies, "This is madness!" King Leonidas tones down his
voice and asks, " Madness?" Then he
roars, " This is Sparta!!!" His reaction is
not because of superiority, he just does
not want his people to be enslaved.
Gerard Butler plays King Leonidas superbly. Butler's performance is comparable
to Mel Gibson as William Wallace in Braveheart, and Russell Crowe as Maxirnus Decimus Meridius in G/adialQr. King Leonidas is the one who lead the 300 Spartans
to face a million Persian soldiers in a battle
for freedom, despite the unfavorable odds

2007 Wamer Bros. Pictures

Leonidas (Gerard Butler, center) warns the Persian Messenger (Peter Mensah) to choose his words wisely as Captain
(Vincent Regan, left) and Gorgo (Lena Headey) look on in 300.

and without the consent of the Spartan elders; in order for Sparta to go to war, the
King of Sparta must ask the elders for their
permission as they ask the oracle. King
Leonidas, although somewhat troubled of
what to do, declared 300 of Sparta's finest
as his personal bodyguards and went for
a walk. Without any hesitation, he would
give his life for any of the 300 Spartans,
as they would do the same for him. He
leads his men with bold words of inspiration throughout the battle. For instance,
he said, "Give them nothing, but take from
them everything." He does not say that just
for them to follow. He leads by example.
He is the first one to begin fighting.
Rodrigo Santoro plays Persian King
Xerves. King Xerves is the complete ·opposite of King Leonidas. First of all, he is
twice as tall as King Leonidas. He is completely engrossed in himself; he is smoth-

erect in makeup and jewelry. He only has
one goal, and that is King Leonidas, if not
dead, then kneeling at his feet. He has no
sympathy for his soldiers, for he would
never even consider giving a smidge of
his body for a soldier. He simply wants
King Leonidas' fate in his gigantic hands.
On the other hand, all King Leonidas
wants is Sparta to remain free.
Lena Headey plays Queen Gorgo,
wife of King Leonidas and Queen of
Sparta. The lovely queen adds to her
beauty with her strong will, yet she still
has softness, especially when around her
husband. She is willing to go the distance to rally troops for her husband and
the 300 Spartans' aid. She makes a difficult compromise with corrupt council
member Theron (actor Dominic West) .
In addition, she faces the council of
the Greek city-states to plead her case.

What makes that significant is that every
council member is male, and she is lead
to believe that they were all sexist.
At last, 300 is by far the best movie
of 2007. The storyline, though not fathomless, fits the movie's needs; it does
not interrupt the dynamics of the actual
fighting sequences with unnecessary details. King Leonidas' profound military
intelligence will remind viewers of Sun
Tzu, and his admirable arrogance will
captivate most viewers. From the first
minutes of the film, viewers are likely
to be at edge of their seat with nothing
but anticipation. 300 is an experience.
No, 300 is a piece of art. The only difference is instead of only seeing the finished piece, viewers have the privilege to
watch every stroke. 300's running time
is 117 minutes, and viewers are likely
not to regret a single one.

Thke the Next Step
to a Great Career!
A transfer agreement with Berkeley College allows you
• To transfer the credits· you have earned conveniently
• To have full access to Berkeley College transfer grant opportunities
• To meet with a counselor who

will assist you

No other college can offer you the benefits of

The Berkeley Advantage"'
• Over $14 million each year in Berkeley College grants and
scholarships for qualified students

For More Information

Call 800-446-5400 ext. CN3

• Tuition freeze for students who maintain continuous,
full-time enrollment
• Small classes for more personal attention
• On-the-job internships as part of the curriculum

• An extensive network of employer connections

>.

~Berkeley College·
From classroom to career . . . we"re with you every step of the way.

BerkeleyCollege.edu • info@BerkeleyCollege.edu

• 20 Career Services professionals who specialize in each
field of study and actively pursue job opportunities for
each student

Last year, 96% of all graduates available for
placement were employed in positions related to
their studies at Berkeley.

NY: NEWYORK CITY (Midtown and Lower Manhattan) I WHITE PLAINS I Nj: NEWARK I PARAMUS I WEST PATERSON I WOODBRIDGE

BERKELEY COLLEGE ONLINE: BerkeleyCollege.edu/online
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Meet the SGA candidates

It's Time to Stand Up and Be Counted
During the application period, all of
the candidates were asked the same
following four questions below ....

challenges.
4. I'm on the Deans list.

1. Why are you interested in becoming a Senator
at Bronx Community College?
2. What are your goals for the position of
Senator?

Jodi-Ann
Campbell
1. I am interested in becoming a Bronx Community College Student Senator because
I feel the need to get involved
and I want to be a part of the
influencing change that is going to set precedence for other
prospective students. I want to
leave my mark.
2. My goals for the position
of Senator are to get the college community more involved
in student affairs and campus
affairs, and to make my college a more influential statue
in the community.
3. I am a very resourceful,
resilient and very fast learner.
I tend to be hardworking and
will dedicate myself to a cause.
Experiences that I think qualifies me for a Senator position
are the fact that despite all the
challenges in my life, I strived
through each and every one of
them and am able to surpass
my own expectations.
4. I am an honor student
and look for opportunities to
help others.

3. Please list and describe your skills, strengths
and/or any experience(s) that qualify you for a
Senator position?
4. Please list your academic achievements such
as honors, received awards and/or granted
scholarships.
lot of students to join the organization and share the benefit.
More so, at this organization, I
have been able serve as a mediator between my coordinator
and the rest of the members
through phone and email. Furthermore, serving as workshop
leader in Chemistry 11 last
year, has given an idea on how
to deal with grown ups--all
older than I am. There, I learnt
everyone deserves to be respected as much as I need to.
4. Member of Phi Theta
Kappa Honors Society, English 11 Honors, Psychology 11
Honors, Dean's List Spring
and Fall2006.

Abubakar
Jalloh
1. I am interested in becoming a Senator at my lovely college, Bronx Community College, because I know that I am
able to make a difference . More
so, I believe that so diverse, so
attractive, and so challenging
a campus will need a student
that has the passion to live in it,
and maintain it.
2 . More so, I will love to use
my multiple identities in such a
way that I will u se my impartial
knowledge and empathy for
the benefits of all students and,
in general, the members of the
college community.
3. Being the Secretary Phi
Theta Kappa Honors Society
of the two-year College, Bronx
Community College Chapter
has op·ened my eyes towards
holding an international in the
academic sector. Phi Theta
Kappa is an organization dedicated to maintaining a tight
scholarship amongst students
all over the world means I will
have to be willing to recruit a

Paris
Cunningham
1. I feel that this school
needs more students to represent them and to draw them
in. I lead the Truth Club here
at BCC and as a student I hear
their disappointments with the
school and I want to be their
voice.
2 . To truly speak for the

STUDENTS by pushing for
the issues that have their best
interest in mind and to fight to
give BCC at true ac~mic and
social identilY
· ·" 'l
3. I ha'Jestrong communication skills and feel vei:y comfortable speaking in crowds. I
am very relatable and down to
earth and have strong m,oral
beliefs. My experience in leading ranges from leading the
campus ministry in the Bronx
region of the New York City
Church of Christ and I also
lead the Truth Club discussions here at BCC. I am also
an active member of the ICOC
here at BCC which helps plan
and put out activities to better the student life here at our
school.

Francisca
Villar
1. I am interested in becoming a senator because I want to
make a difference at B.C.C, I
want to be able to have the opportunity to help the students
with what their concerns and

problems are. To serve as a
bridge to the students and the
faculty and staff of B.C.C, to
be part of the few of the students voices that the Faculty
and Staff and Administration
get to hear.
2. My goals are to be President of S .G. A. or to even as a
senator to be able to have the opportunity to help have achieve
others and my own knowledge
of how the bureaucracy works
in college institutions and consciousness of what the S.G.A.
as a career skill that I would u se
in my further college education
and personal life.
3 . The skills that I have to
becoming a senator are that
I am currently President of
The A .N .S .W.E .R. Club here
at B.C.C; I have a G.P.A . of
2.69 I am very conscious and
aware of other people's interest and problems and needs. I
have great inter-personal skills
and of course, I am very intelligent.
4. So far my most academic
achievement was returning to
school after 3 years of leave
due to pregnancy, this is my
second semester and so far I
have applied for the Women's
Scholarship, and I have received Executive training from
the l.O.C.

Danny
Cabrera
1 . To get involved in an arena of politics and pursue one
of my interests in a full college
experience.
2. To try to make this school
a better place.
3 . I am a well rounded person and I try my best with all

Yeiddy
Ferreira
1. I'm interested in becoming a Senator at Bronx Community College because I already have some experience
and knowledge in the area. I
feel that I just need more time
to develop.
2. My goals for the position
are to continue my labor on behalf of all the students in BCC.
Also, to finish some other goals
that I know will benefit students.
3 . I was part of Student
Government and learn a lot
about what it takes to be part
ofSGA.

Renae
Dempster
1. To be able to talk on behalf of my fellow students.
2. To try and help with the
problems that students might
be facing on campus
3. I am the IOC rep for The
Student World Assembly so I
have some leadership skills. I
am very approachable, thus
students well be able to come
up to me and talk at any time
4 . I am on the national
Dean's list.
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Meet the SGA canidates

Again: SGA Elections Are Coming
Erika Diaz
1 . I am very well aware of
the issues and concerns BCC
students are having here on
campus. I will not only bring
up these issues to the committee but I will also make sure we
get answers to the concerns we
are having . .
2 . To make our educational
environment comfortable.
3. I have good communication skills, I speak English and
Spanish, computer knowledge
on word, Power Point; Excel
and creative artist.
4 . I received an award from
BCC for Outstanding Inter-organizational Council representation

Kaseem
Gordon
1. Not sure just thinking it
over

2. Maybe to improve certain
things that the students at BCC
may want to have changed and
improved to make our school
better.
3. People skills and communication skills
4 . City council citation
award

ing skills, sociable, honest with
strong work ethic, and optimist.
4 . Phi Theta Kappa, Dean's
List, 3rd place in a Speech
Contest.

Alexander
Sanchez
1. I'm interested in becoming a senator at Bronx Community College because I believe in student activism.
2. My goals as a senator at
Bronx Community College
would be to continue to excel
in my endeavors academically,
use my transferable skills to
help my fellow students and
make me marketable to face
the outside world.
3 . I am a team player who
likes to pay attention i:o the details of my work. I'm a proactive individual with leadership
skills and strive to get things
done right.
4 . I am an honors student
with a GPA of 3 .2 . I am also
a member of the BCC baseball
team and a student representative on the college's disciplinary committee.

1. As a potential society leader, it is my initiative to start on
my school campus, where I'm
respected among my colleagues
and school mates. This is also
an opportunity to expand my
leadership abilities which will
definitely be of some influence
to my school mates ' life-long
journey for excellence.
2. Throughout my 4 semesters at BCC, I have gained some
invaluable experiences that are
not just beneficial for me, but
also for my school mates. I'm
looking for the opporrunity to
share my knowledge on a larger
scale, and with the experiences
I have in intemational students
affairs, I will be the voice for
the soft-spoken student, both
national and international. I
also believe that BCC has the
potential to be more productive
as a community college, and I
am looking for the opportunity
to ensure that our students can
be considered as the "cream of
the crop."
3. President of International
Students Club, Member of
Student World Assembly, Former Public Relations [church
2000-2005] , BCC Student
Ambassador, Good interpersonal skills, great listening and
analytical skills.
4. Dean's List (spring 2006),
(Pending) United Nations Student Conference Participation.

Ana Moreno
1. Besides that it would look
nice on my curriculum as an
extra curricular activity I also
want to be aware of what is being done for the students, but
in this case I have as a back up
a position as senator to let my
voice be heard!
2. Hear the needs (important) o[ students and bring
then in.discussion with my colleagues, and work on it!
3. I have always been known
as outgoing and when it comes
to talk I politely led know people my points. I'm also very
creative and determined to
events or any task I hold, to be
complete and neat.

Julianna Hall

Andre Kerr

help others, and by representing my College and my community, I know I will be helping many students. I want to be
a voice that not only represents
itself but a community. _
4 . I have been working with
the student government as a
volunteer in their SWAT team.
I also volunteer some of my
time with the non-profit organization NYPIRG located in
Bronx Community College.

1. Because I will be ~ble to
get involved With the schooi
and help bring more clubs for
the students.
2 . I want to be able to share
my ideas and bring a positive
change with the school.
3. I'm a hard worker, friendly, honest, and I'm able to work
with others.

lsamari
Puello

Community college students
have more to offer.
3. Friendly, leader, outgoing
who usually empathies with
other's needs, by helping and
encourage them.
4 . Dean's List

Viol eta
Villodas
1. I am interested in becoming a Senator at BCC because
not only will I have a chance
to associate and communicate
with other peers but I will have
a chance to speak my mind and
help other make a decent decision.
2 . My goals for the position
of Senator are to accomplish
what the student government
is looking for and help make
important decisions.
3 . I have experience in helping others with office work and
anything that involves office
work.
4. Previous awards that
I have received were NYC
merit scholarship, perfect attendance, and senior year most
hard working student of High
School for Excellence.

Luis Lopez

1. I am interested in becom-

Gianluis
Rosado
1. Because I have interest in
helping the college community
to improve in all possible aspects; like sanity, education, organization, economy.
2. Improve registration quality for students. Make sure that
the College fulfils the interest of
students that are really relevant
for their education.
3. Leadership skills, effective
communication skills, teach-

ing a senator at Bronx Community College because I am a
voice that wishes to represents
a community that needs to
be heard. I feel that we need
changes; we also need to find
ways in getting the college
community involved in many
issues that affects them.
2. One of my goal is to
find ways to achieve creativity
among our students and to get
them involve with the issues
surrounding their educational
environment; issues such""'1Js ~
government funding for such
things like financial aide, Pell
grants and scholarships that so
many of us depend on to further our education.
3 . I have a strong dedication for helping others. All of
my life I have worked and done
things to help others, form
working with people one on
one, to volunteering my time
with others. It is my passion to

1 . To continue the goals of
the 06-07 SGA.
2. As stated before to continue the goals of the 06-07
SGA as well as the ones I never
got to finish.
3 . I am already an executive
member of the SGA and I have
been to numerous conferences
and leadership trainings .
4 . I have received a scholarship from one of my automotive professors. And, I have
received many certificates and
awards from the 06-07 SGA.

Patricia
Pascual
1 . I'm interesting to help
and inform and represent the
student body the Government
of Bronx community College.
2. My main goals are to improve the student government
body and project that Bronx

... and
this was
how they
answered.
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The Poetry Corner
Tears that I Cry
By Tasha Vega
Tears of fear.
Tears of hope.
Fear of new things.
Hope of the dreams with in.

taste .
Different cultures and backgrounds.
Beautiful areas to see.
Long and short travel trips.
Makes for a good vacation or weekend.
It is up to you to plan them and also
to enjoy.

Dreams of the past and the future .
Things to look forward to.
Friends old and new.
Old and new friends make a
difference in ones life.
Big changes come from facing your
fears with out tears and your head
held high.

Travel
By Tasha Vega
Planned vacation scheduled.
Unplanned vacations more fun .
Meet new people.
Travel with people you know.
Great meals from love ones.
The smells of hot cooked meals.
Meals that make you smile from the

The Art of
Femininity
By Hilda Herrera
She was proclaimed Mary Magdalene
in the name of the Father
Our Father
in the name of the Son
His Son
in the name of the Holy Ghost
the Ghosts
that accompanied Her from the
moment
the astrologer read the constellations
predicting Her birth
they placed the scarlet letter upon
Her chest
the same chest that would later serve
as a sanctuary for most
during lonely nights
they tasted the honey
that dripped from Her body
disguised as sweat
as they were anointed
initiated into the world of
emotional and physical
original sin-full bliss
they warmed their souls with Her ki-

netic energy
for She was the ball of fire
they prayed to once upon a time
before tongues were used for speaking
the Greeks called Her Aphrodite
the Egyptians honored Her as Isis
the hood simply named Her a hoe
She was the true descendant of Eve
envied for the thickness of her locks
Her lips
venomous
candy apple red
Eyes
boldly diplomatic
capable of convincing gods
that they were simply peasants
no one seemed to say a word
when She used Her promiscuity
to save the world
if one looked closely
one could see the scars tattooed on
Her face
from all the stone throwing
each one etching a new lesson
regarding the crudity of love
She was a fighter
Her armored smile was her shield
Her contagious laughter was both
plague and panacea
Her beauty
a double edge sword
mightier than the river currents during high tide
She simply loved loving love
was about the only one who knew
its purity, and its passion
wasn't too knowledgeable
in the meaning of it's longevity
yet She moved like yellow satin sheets
drying in the sun
smooth like butter
She turned white cotton
into a golden fashion statement
t: worn on runways across the earth
barefoot or stiletto healed
She discovered

the true meaning of self reflection
while bathing
scales couldn't weigh her
but she was worth
tons of gold
never once sold Her self out
She was a Queen and a Servant
She was a Daughter and a Mother
She was Crazy and Sane
She was the Perplexity of Complexity
the Green land and the Yellow sun
She was a Lover
She was God
skilled in
the art of femininity

Wishful
Thinking
By Tasha Vega
Wishful thinking is great.
Hope to better oneself.
To do changes in ones life.
See things in a new light.
Be around positive people.
Share your experiences with others.
Must be a positive thinker.
Show you can shake things up in life.
You can be a mover and a shaker.
Bring out your feelings to show how
you think.
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From the Transfer Center

Exploring HispanicServing Institutions
By Edwin Roman
The current economic realities have
plaeed considerable pressure on New
Yorkers to pursue postsecondary education. A high school diploma no longer
guarantees high-paying employment or
even employment itself. The labor market is such that an individual's chances
for economic success can be improved
by obtaining postsecondary degrees. According to the U.S . Department of Education's National Center for Statistics
2003 report on the Status and Trends
in the Education of Hispanics, in 2000,
10% of Hispanics ages 25 to 29 had completed a bachelor's degree or higher. Not
surprisingly, these numbers are reflected
in the labor market; the unemployment
rate of Hispanics, in 2000, ages 20 to 24
years with a high school education was
7 .8 %, compared to 4.3% for Hispanics
ages 20 to 24 with a bachelor's degree
or higher.
When researching colleges, students
should explore an array of institutions
and look at size, location, and price.
Hispanic students might want to also
investigate Hispanic-serving institutions
(HSis) - schools with an enrollment of
full-time students that is at least 25%
Hispanic. According to the U.S. Department of Education, there are more
than 240 Hispanic-serving institutions
in 14 states and Puerto Rico that educate 50% of all Hispanic students who
earn undergraduate degrees. HSis are
popular because··_ they have reasonably
priced tuition and are able to address the
needs of the rising number of Hispanic

MITLTIC1JLTIJIIAL
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college students. In addition to the libraries, labs and facilities you'd expect
at all accredited colleges, Hispanic-serving institutions can also leverage Title V
federal funding to offer a complement
of student support services such as: Tutoring, counseling and student services
programs geared at helping students
achieve academic success, Scholarship
opportunities, Child care, job and college placement programs labs to help
students strengthen their skills in English, reading and math
Another advantage of HSis is their
understanding of ·Hispanic student issues. They are experienced in addressing
the needs and concerns of their student
body, many of whom are first-generation college students. And, like all colleges, they help prepare students for the
challenges of the professional world.
The following is a list of HSis in the
New York City area:
CUNY:

City College
Hunter College
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
H:ebert H . Lehman College
New York City Technical College
Private:
Boricua College
College of Mount Saint Vincent
Beyond New York City:
Saint Peter's College in New Jersey
Mr. RoDUUl ls the Transf'e%" and
Articulation Adviser who contributes a Dlonthly article on transf'urelated lssues.

MONDAY, AP:RR 30, 2007
· FIUDAY, MAY 4:, 2007
:l'or • •..., IDfonaation, please eontad the omee of
Student Ufe at 718-Z88·5UN.
laUp:l!www.ltee.eliiQ".eduiStadentJ.tfel

In Celebration of Earth Day on April 22, 2007

Bronx Community College Climate Change Committee presents

Global Warming Campus Awareness
and Action Days April 24-25 2007
EVENTS
Roscoe Brown Student Center Room 207/208
Live presentations related to the film 'An Inconvenient Truth' , with presenters trained by AI Gore
at 10, 12, 2,and 6:30 on Tue 4/24
Teach-in presenters and discussion on Wed 4/25

STUDENT POSTER CONTEST
POSTER CONTEST GUIDELINES

All BCC students registered for Spring 2007 are invited to participate in the poster contest on the
subject of climate change and global warming.
1. Posters should consider -but are not limited
to- answers to the following questions:
• What are the causes of global warming?
• How have we humans contributed to global warming?
• What actions should be taken in response to global warming?
Who (governments, businesses, institutions, etc.) should do what,
and why?

• What can Bronx Community College do about
global warming? What can we do individually?
2. Submission - Deadline April 17, 2007 to Bronx
Community College Climate Change Committee
3. Judging - Posters will be evaluated by an appointed committee that will consider your:
• creativity
•critical thinking
•quality of presentation
•writing skill
4.Prizes
•1st $200
• 2nd$100
• 3rd $75
• 4th $50
• 5th $505. For additional information contact:
• Dr. Tamar Rothenberg, History-Dept. tamar.rothenberg@bcc.
cuny.edu x 5735
· · ·
• Dr. Claudio Mazzatenta, Biology ·Dept. Claudio.mazzatenta@
bcc.cuny.edu x5534
• Melissa Kirk, Dire~tor of Student Life Melissa.kirk@bcc.cuny.edu
x5193
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BCC Offers ASAP Program
to Students Who Want to .Fast
Track to an Associate Degree
Want to graduate in 2-3 years in a
Bronx Community College Program
that's FREE if you are eligible? The City
University of New York's Accelerated
Stud y in Associate Programs (ASAP) is
an exciting new initiative that will enable
students to earn their Associate's degree
quickly.

Benefits of BCC Program
• S ave mon ey! The p rogram is FREE
if you q u alify for federal or state financial aid. If you only get p artial tuition , the
program will make u p the difference.
• FREE textbooks (save $1,200 $ 1,500 per year) .
• A laptop com p u ter for the time you
are in the program.
• Study in small classes.
• Take classes morning or afternoon
allowing for part-time work.

Eligibility
• NYC resid ent
• High school grad or G.E.D.

• First-time college students or
• Transfer/continuing students who
have 12 college credits or less by the
end of the Spring 07 semester, with 2.0
grade point average (GPA)
• M u st com p lete all remedial coursework before Fall 2007.
; Must complete the ASAP summer
program for o rientation to the program
andBCC.
• Commit to full~time (at least 12
credits per sem ester) in Business Administration, Human Services, Liberal
Arts and Sciences, Nuclear Medicine
Technology or Paralegal Studies; and
• Maintain

• Receive academic support with oncampus tutoring and m entoring.
• Take field trips to special events and
learn teamwork building.
• Graduate in 2- 3 years; job p lacement or BA/BS transfer.

aminimum 2.00 G PA

For more information, c all
Bronx Community C ollege
A SAP Office
L o ew Hall, Roo m 424
,
We's t 181st S treet & U niversity
Avenue
· · '·
Bronx, NY 10 45 3 / ( 718) 289'-5120 I
asap@b c c .cuny.e du.
'l

Photo by NYPIRG

Ready for the prom.

NYPIRG Students
Making Prorri
Dream.s Com.e True
Project Prom is under way, and stu- of student volunteer s work on projects
d en ts at B ronx· Community College are that 'bo!h sqpport NYPIRG's statewid e
taking the lead.
agenda as well as n umerou s local issu es.
Students volunteering with the New
Students in the BCC NYPIRG chapYork Public Interest Research G roup ter h ave been working hard to promote
(NYPIRG) .Chapter at Bronx Commu- the event through class talks, the campus
nity College are collecting new and gen- newsletter and numerous hand-made
tly-used prom dresses for less-fortunate signs posted on virtually every available
girls of the Bronx as part of their ongo- bulletin board on campus. In order to
ing Hunger and Homeless Campaign.
maximize results, they also posted an ad
The drive will provide the young on the popular Web site, Craigslist.org.
women of University Heights high
The response has been overwhelmschool located on the Bronx Commu- ing. In just couple of weeks, the chapnity College campus, with the opportu- ter has collected 12 prom dresses and
nity to attend their senior prom wearing several phone calls from interested doa donated dress.
nors from Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx,
NYPIRG members recognize the New Jersey, and Westchester.
special memories created at Prom and
Students will continue to collect dothe importance of ending the year with nations of new and gently-used dresses,
a celebration - a party everyol}e should shoes .and handbags until the end of
be able to attend without the burden 9f p. -April.
costly price tag. Who said fairytales can't
For more information on this event,
come true?
please contact Bronx Community ColThe New York Public Interest Re- l~e- NYPIRG Project Coordinator, Jeni
search Group (NYPIRG) is the state's · 'Asaba, at (718) 289-5409/ jasaba@nyplargest student-directed, not-for-profit irg.org.
group that focuses on consumer, enOn May lOth, some young women
vironmental and government reform. will not only make a glowing entrance
NYPIRG chapters are located on 21 into their senior prom, but they will also
college campuses across the state where make a lasting statement - dreams can
full-time staff along with a large core come true when people show they care.

a
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Customer Relations

Excuse me, where ·can I
find the library?
By Clifford Marshall
Walking on campus from the University Avenue entrance I decided to count
the number of signs from the entrance
to Colston HalL The number was approximately SO. They varied from traffic signs to building names. Having done
this I realized , that many of the signs
were small, impeded or irrevelent. This
got me to thinking that signage on our
beautiful and expansive campus is poor
and can lead to a high level of frustration for everyone. Poor signage can be a
flag of poor customer relations. For, if a
college doesn't put the time into making
it easy to navigate around its campus it
probably is lacking quality in more essential areas.
Can you just imagine the frustration
a new student, faculty or staff memher goes through attempting to locate
buildings on campus and the further
frustration they feel attempting to locate a room or office once they enter the
building? Signage within our buildings
is just as poor as signage outside. For
example, many individuals walk right by
the Bursar's office in Colston Hall not
realizing it is the fust office in the building or walk passes the doorway leading
to Schwendler a\iditorium, in Meister
Hall, which is the first doorway on the
left when you enter the building. These
are just 2 examples out of marty.
What can we do with signage to help
individuals navigate·- their way around
' campus? Here are four things we sug.gest can be done immediately without
' much cost and time. First, we suggest
·that every building have their name on
large, visible signs using our school col•ors, green and gold. The best example
:of this type of sign is located over GoUld ··
Memorial Library. Signs such as these
:can be seen from far distances and
makes it easier to navigate the campus.
Second, we suggest that the school map
should be larger, in color and placed in
strategic areas for · inaiirnuin exposure.
One of these strategic areas is under the
clock tower near the Uruversicy Avenue
entrance. Hundreds of students, faculty, staff and guest walk past the clock

ENGLISH
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INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM
WRITE FOR

CLIFFORD L. MARSHALL

tower all day, everyday and not having a
map there is just poor planning. Having
our maps small, in black and white and
inaccessible to everyone, i.e . disabled
students, gives a perception of a lack
of quality, caring and understanding
of customer relations. Third, inforrnation booths should be manned by public
safety officers in strategic areas such as
the lobbies of Colston Hall, Meister Hall
and outside of RBSC on warm weather
days. If public safety officers cannot
man the information booths, an altemative is to create a work-study position
so that all areas can be covered. Lasdy,
we propose that the college make use of
the electronic board located over the entrance of Meister Hall. For those of you
who ask " what electronic board?" need
only look above the revolving door anql
you will see it. We have never seen it ~
use but we know that it can be very help~
fu1 if put in a better area and powered
up. Many colleges we have visited have
electronic message boards directly outside the main gate. This would be the
ideal·area for ours.
These four suggestions are a start
that can put us on the road to better signage which helps with our ultimate goal
of creating a warm and welcoming environinent on campus.
Clifford can be reached at clifford. marshall@bcc. cuny. edu

Express yourself to the
college community
Gain valuable professional

.

expenence
Enhance your resume
Become part of the team
Become eligible to apply for
a paid summer internship
with a New York-area
newspaper

For further information,
please contact Professor
Andrew Rowan
Colston Hall rm 612,

718.289.5314.
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SUNY Purchase
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AND ·.JuNE ·19."2007

735 Anderson Hill Road

I

Pur~hase, New York 10577

914-251-6300 'REGISTER ON LINE ATj WWW.pURCHASE.EQU /yiSIT

4:00 PM OPTIONAL TouR
6: 00 PM WELCOME AN.O INTRODUCiiON '
6:10PM TRANSFER ADMISSION PROCESS
6:30PM FINANCIAL AID AND ScHOLARSHIPS
6:40PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS:
. liBERAL
ART$
AND SCIENCES,
liBERAL- STUDIES
- -..
.
.
.
.
.

wllliw.:.a£C.CUjrty 8 EDU /TBAI!I$fEBCOUNSEUrfG/

'

-'

OUR ·GEIEilOO$
·N ew York is ·

..

-~

,..-

POSSIBJI..ITY
THE .NEW SCHOOL"

is New York

FINISH YOUR

BACHELOR'S DEGREE
IN LIBERAL ARTS

Now

that you've earned your Auoc:iale Degree,
you can continue your education by applying the
credits you've earned lowards your IIOc:'helo?s
Degree at Monroe College. You may ......., be
eljgible to earn credit for life e>cperience. Monroe
oRen a qualily, private educatiOn with ~ly of
personal instruction and support. ChooSe frOm a
variety of ocx:elen,ted P':09f'OIT'S that can help you
earn your degree in os fwW os 16 months. Plus . ·
1
Monroe's flexible schedules- with c:orwenient ~' ··
IMII'Ii!'EJ, weekend ond online claSMS - really fit
your biisy life: Coli ~ to find out about
icholarSiiip ond financial aid appartunilies,
including Special schalanhips available for CUNY

ond SUNY graduales.

You have a busy llfe:-'-so we make it easy to finish
your degree; Guided by a faculty advisor, you 'll create
a path of study tailored to your professional ·goals and
the ~;ssues that matter to ·you. You'll ·study with leading
..scholars and working professionals in New York City,
. the capital of media, writing; International affairs;
and everything else. Where wlll :ycu go from· here?
The p(>ssibllities are endles10.
• Flexible schedule of study on campus and/ or online
• Accelerated bachelor'sjmaster's study option

• Transfer Cledlts accepted
• Internships and financial aid available

. PIQepectlve Student Dey:
s.tUid.:J, April 14 at 1o:OO a.m.
68 w..t ~ Street, InC

To RSVP and for 111018 about the proeam. contaet

MONROE
COLLEGE

-.~lege.edu

1.87Z269.7744

admissions at 212.229.5630 or vts1t us online.

-.adultbL.-.chool.adu
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Rosa
Parks
By Fernando Maldonado
hank you, Bronx Community College, for creating a Virtual Hall of Fame
for Women, and especially for electing Rosa Parks to be the
first representative in the category
"Women from the Past." I believe that
she should be included in the Hall of
Fame because of all of the achievements in her life.
She started with her husband and she
worked with him to defend the Scottsboro Boys, a group of nine black youths,
ranging age from thirteen to nineteen,
who were accused of raping two white
women, one of whom would later recant.
After that she became one of the first
women members of the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People) in Montgomery. By
the time of the bus boycott, she was their
secretary. Then, she came up against the
Jim Crow laws when she tried to vote for
the first time. She failed twice and was
told that she hadn't passed the literacy
test. The last time she took it, she was
ready to fight the unfairness of the test,
but she did pass it.
There was a law in Alabama that black
people had to sit in the back of the bus.
They were expected to pay their money
up front and then go to a separate enrrance in the rear to get on. If a white
person wanted a black person's seat, he
could take it. This was just one of many
laws that segregated (separated) black
people from white people in the South.
At this time Parks did not sit in the white
section. She sat down in the first row of
the colored section. When the white section filled up, and a white man wanted
her seat, she refused to move. She was
tired of black people being treated unfairly, and she chose to stay put.
Later, the driver called the police, and
Rosa Parks was arrested for breaking the
law. What happened next would change
America forever.
The community railed behind her. A
young ministe r named Martin Luther
King Jr. took up her cause. Soon, he
and other community leaders, many of
whom were women, urged black people
in Montgomery to not ride the bus until
the unfair law was changed . The Montgomery Bus Boycott lasted for a year. Finally, the US Supre me Court ruled that
the bus company's policy was illegal.
After the law was struck down, Parks
lost her job as a seamstress, and she and
her husband decided to make a new start
in Detroit. Finally, even in death, Rosa
Parks made history. She became the first
woman to lie in honor at in the Capitol Rotunda. As a result she is called the
"Mother of the Civil Rights Movement"
because of her big effort fighting for the
rights of black people.

Maya
Angelou
By Elana Murray
am glad to inform you that Maya
Angelou has been e lected to
BCC's Virtual Women's Hall of
Fame in the category "American
Women from the Present." Because
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The following students are
members of BCC's Speech, Drama
and Debate Team. They spoke
on behalf of the three women
elect~d to the College's Virtual
Hall of Fame for Women at the
Closing Ceremony for Women's
History Month held on Wednesday,
March 28, 2007 in the Roscoe
Brown Student Center. Since
Fernando Maldonado could not
attend, Professor Ellen Mareneck,
faculty advisor to the Speech,
Drama and Debate Team, read
his paper. (Please see the related
announcement on page 1).
of her determination, hard work, and
her success as an African American
civil rights activist, she is recognized
as one of America's most influential
individuals.
Born as Marguerite Johnson on April
4, 1928, in StLouis, Missouri, Ms. Angelou moved to Stamps, Arkansas, with her
brother, and they both lived with grandmother. At the age of eight Ms. Angelou
was raped by her mother's boyfriend. A
few days later, she was forced to testify
at his trial. He mother's boyfriend was
charged with the crime and Angelou's
uncles beat him to death. Horrified by
the outcome, she became mute, believing that the power of her words led to
someone's death." She remained nearly
mute for five years, and she started to
speak again at age 13.
Maya Angelou is a richly talented
author, poet, actress, singer, dancer,
playwright, director, and producer. As
an author, she wrote the best-selling autobiography of her life, I Know IVhy the
Caged Bird Sings, which describes her life
and struggles growing up. Her disruptive life inspired her to write this book.
It reflects the essence of her struggle to
the restrictions that were placed upon
her in a hostile environment.
Angelou's poetry is fashioned almost
entirely of short lyrics and jazzy rhythms.
Although her poetry has contributed to
her reputation and is especially popular
among young people, most commentators reserve their highest praise for her
prose. Angelou's dependence on alliteration, her heavy use of short lines, and her
conventional vocabulary has led several
critics to declare her poetry superficial
and devoid of her celebrated humor.
Other reviewers, however,.-._praise her
poetic style as refreshing and graceful.
They also laud Angelou for addressing
social and political issues relevant to African Americans and for challenging the

validity of traditional American values
and myths. For example, Angelou directed national attention to humanitarian
concerns with her poem "On the Pulse
of the Morning," which she recited at
the 1993 inauguration of President Bill
Clinton. In this poem, Angelou calls for
recognition of the human failings pervading American history and a renewed
national commitment to unity and social
improvement.

Accomplishments
Ms. Angelou's accomplishments have
earned her
• the Ladies Horne :Journal Woman of
the Year award in communications,
• the Matrix Award in the field of
books from Women in Communication.
• the Golden Eagle Award for her
documentary, Anzer'icans £n the Arts, produced by PBS, and
• Ms. Angelou has been presented
with over 50 honorary degrees at different institutions. In 1981, she accepted a
special lifetime appointment as a professor of American Studies at Wake Forest
University.

Wangari
Maathai
By Douglas Myles
have the privilege to inform
you about a powerful African
woman, who stands for nothing
below perfection, she is a hard
working, diligent, well respected African who believe women in African
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had equal rights as men do. In addition, s he believed women can hold
political position and can do a better
job than their male counterparts.
This powerful woman that I would
inform you about today is Wangari Muta
Maathai. She was born on April 1, 1940
in the country of Kenya. After finishing
her studies she wanted to continue in her
education, and her true passion was in
the field of biology. To accomplish this,
Maathai studied biology in the United
States and Germany. She received her
bachelor's degree in biology from Benedictine College in 1964, and she received
her master's degree from the University
of Pittsburgh. After her accomplishments in United States and Germany,
she returned to Nairobi and became the
first Eastern African woman to receive a
Ph.D. in veterinary medicine.
Despite her accomplishments, Ms.
Maathai felt like she wasn't do anything
that brought change to the world, or
made a difference in the world, but this
would soon change . In 1977, Maathai
founded the Green Belt Movement,
which is a non-governmental organization that was run by women in the villages of Kenya. This movement encourages the love for trees and rainforests in
Kenya. In addition, this contributed to
1 0 million planted trees all across Kenyan countryside; this became a positive
effort that brought soil erosion came to
a halt. With the Green Belt Movement
becoming a success, Ms. Maathai has
been actively involved in environmental
affairs. But she also yearned for equality
for all African women.
Wangari Maathai was a former
chairperson of the National Council of
Women of Kenya, which causes dispute
within marriage. According to the b"ncyclopedia ofWorld Biographies, in seeking a
divorce, Maathai's husband complained,
"She was too educated, too strong, too
successful, too stubborn, and too hard
to control." However, what was difficult for Maathai to understand was the
criticism by other women from the ruling party who denounced her as a violator of African tradition for refusing to
be submissive. The judge in the divorce
case agreed with her husband and ruled
in his favor, and she was put in jail for
speaking out against the judge. Amnesry International sponsored a letter
writing campaign to the Kenyan government and President Arap Moi to get
her freed.
Ms. Maathai was elected to Kenya's
Parliament in 2002 when her political
party, her National Rainbow Coalition,
defeated the African National Union,
who had ruled over Kenya since the
late 1990s. She is currently the Assistant Minister of the Natural Resources
and Wildlife since 2003. In addition, on
March 2005 she was elected as the first
President of the African Union's Economic, Social, and Cultural Council.
As if her life was not complicated
enough, in 1998 Maathai became involved in another worthy cause, the Jubilee Africa Campaign in Kenya. This
campaign sought cancellation of foreign
debt on poor countries of Africa by the
year of 2000. She believed many poor
governments take on huge loans usually
geared for specific projects, but oftentimes, because of mismanagement and
embezzlement, the projects are not completed and the citizens are shortchanged.
A CNN reporter reported that in her acceptance for the Africa Leadership Prize
Maathai asked, "Why are the hungry
masses forced to repay loans they never
received and debts they n ever incurred?
These repayments became very heavy
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burdens, iinpo\-erishing them, dri\·ing them to slums, and creating internal conflicts . "!'hey arc killing the poor,
through increasing po\-crty." .t\·l aathai
seems unstoppable C\Tn after intinlidation, harassn1cnt, ridicule, battering, and
incarceration. Yet, she defends the env ironnl ent and won1cn's rights tirelessly
and passionately.
J\ 1aathai's plans includ e anot h er worthy cause. She hopes tu estab lis h centers
to house battcn~d women and children.
' !'his is an cnonnuus undertaking that
will require a lot of support and n.:sourccs. 1\-\an:y African n1cn will need to he
persuaded as the)' n1ight sec this as an
intrusion into their cu lture. ()ftcn times
they treat \Vomcn as their personal propCrt)\ especially among those \Vho haYc
paid exorbitant an1ounts of money for
their bride. Successful programs in Europe and the United States include components for coun seling both the \'ictims
and the perpetrators. fv1any Africans wi 11
ha\·e to c hange their mind-set and treat
men \Vho abuse \Vomen and children as
law-breakers. On the other hand, African \Vomcn s hould not he content to
remain as victims~ they shou ld he a\vare
that they have choices and human rights.
1\-laa thai \Vas ekcted as a A1 cmher of
Parliament in the ne\.v go\Trnment and
was appointed Deputy fv1inister for the
Environment. Natural Resources, and
\Xlild lifc. No\v as she serves as a la\vmaker, and she is in a good position to
':'>uppnn nr enal'l law s that \viH protect
\VO incn 's rights as human rights .
In 2004, Wangari A1aathai became a
Nohd Pcal'e Prize. She has sen·ed as an
inspiration for n1any in the tight for dcmol'racy and has especially eno )uraged \Vnn1en
to s tand up for what they• hdic\·e in .
.J\-l aathai caused an uproar an1ong
mc.:dia cnn1n1entators at a press conference fo lh n,·ing the announcen1ent of her
Nohd Peace Prize award, According to a
( ~NN rL·por ter_ ,\ \s . .1\ \aathai "spoke out
in fayor ufthc clai1n that the Ill\/ \\'as th e
pnK.iuct ,,f hi()-cnginccring, and then ITIcasL·d in Africa hy unidentified \'\rcstern
scientists as ~I weapon of n1ass dcstructil'n to Punish Blacks." ' l'his added to
list AIl )S c1 Hlspiracy theories. [Editor's
Note: 1\ \aathai denied this statement
in a 200~ l )L'nlocracy Now! intLT\·ie\v,
saving, ··\X'cll, I \\'ould like to say that I
nc\·er said that it was an agL·nt created
h) des troy th e black pctlp\c.'l 'hat, I ch,n't
know \vhcrc it can1e fron1. And 1 ha\T
stated quite clearly that I didn't say that,
and I don't bclieYe it. I am nPt an expert
on AIJ)S. I don't even kno\\' where it
catnc from, and I'm waiting like e\Tryhody else to he guided by the scientists
\Vho I kno\v arc \Vorking Ycry hard not
only to understand it~ but also to save
humanity, which is facing this disease.]
Ms.Wangari fv1aathai has been elected
to BCC's Women's Virtua l Hall of Fame,
not because of her well-renounced accomplishments, but because she stood by
what she believed. Although she was hindered for a short period, justice prevailed.
She contributed by reducing soi l erosion,
soil runoff and erased vvuter pollution by
organizing the (Jreen Belt 1V\ovement.
She was successful in changing the vic\vs
of Kenya's goYernment towards \Vomcn
rights and abuse by theirs husbands. She
establi shed a safe haven \Vhere victims
are treated \Vith lo Ye respect and equa lity,
and these qualifications make her a perfect inductee.
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Vote for the 2007-2008 Candidates for
the Student &overnment Association

For lftore it~forlftatiot~. please cot~tact the Office of Studet~t Life at 71 S-289-5194.
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